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1. INTRODUCTION 
This work deals with the control of the motion of a disk rolling on a helix. However, the devel- 
opment of a model of the system's motion is done, as far as it is possible, for the motion on a 
general regular curve in 3~ "z. 
Thus, it is dealt here with the motion of a system which is composed of a disk rolling without 
slipping on a regular curve in ~,  [1], a controlled slender od that is pivoted through its center 
of mass about the disk's center, and two overhead spinning circular plates with their axes fixed 
in the upper part of the rod (see Figures 1 and 2). These spinning plates are called here rotors. 
The slender od is controlled in such a manner that it is always aligned along the line passing 
through the points O and C, where O denotes the center of the disk and C denotes the point of 
contact between the disk and the curve. The upper rotor (say Rotor 1) rotates in a plane that 
passes through the disk's axis and the rod, whereas the lower rotor (say Rotor 2) rotates in a 
plane that is perpendicular to the rod (see Figures 1 and 2). The motion of the disk is driven 
by a pedalling torque, applied to a mechanism located at the center of the disk, and by torques 
applied to the two rotors. 
In this work, the fundamental building blocks for the dynamical model of the motion of the 
disk-rod-rotors system are derived for motion on regular curves in ~.  That is, the mathematical 
expressions for the disk's angular velocity vector, the rod's angular velocity vector, the upper 
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Figure 1. Front view of the system. 
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Figure 2. Side view of the system. The rod is 
pivoted through its center of mass at O. 
and lower rotors' angular velocity vectors; the displacement velocity vectors of the disk's center 
of mass, the rod's center of mass, the upper rotor's center of mass, and the lower rotor's center of 
mass. Also, derived are the velocity vector of the point of contact rc  between the disk and the 
curve, the nonholonomic constraints at re, the kinetic energies of all parts of the system, and 
the potential energy of the system. All of these are derived for motion on regular curves in ~a. 
Using these results, the Lagrangian function [2], is constructed, and consequently, the Lagrange 
equations are derived for the motion of the disk-rod-rotors' ystem on a helix. 
The modelling of the motion of a disk rolling on a terrain is dealt with in [3-61, whereas the 
modelling of the motion of a disk rolling on a curve in ~ is treated in [7]. Furthermore, the 
modelling and control of the motion of a disk rolling on the horizontal plane by using two overhead 
rotors is described in [8-10], and the modelling of the motion of a disk rolling on a general regular 
curve in ~,  by using two overhead rotors is discussed in [11]. 
This work is an extension of [7,11]. The development of the model for the motion of the disk- 
rod-rotors ~system, given in [11], is included here for the sake of completeness. The main goal 
here is to show that inverse dynamics control can be applied to the motion of the disk-rod-rotors' 
system. 
2. DYNAMICAL  MODEL 
2.1. P re l iminar ies  
This work deals with the modelling and control of the motion of a system as described above. 
The regular curve, on which the disk is rolling, is given below. Let, I, J ,  and K be unit vectors 
along an inertial (X, Y, Z)-coordinate system. It is assumed here that the curve is represented by 
rw (u) = z (u) I + y (u) J + z (u) K,  u E [ul, u2), ~1 < u2. (1) 
It is assumed here that: the shape of the curve (given by (1)), and the radius ao  of the disk 
are such that during the disk's motion, at each instant, there is only one point of contact between 
the disk and the curve. 
Define the following unit vectors for rw(u), rw  • C "~, m > 2, 
I 
e l  = rw (u) l1-1 , 
e3 = x (u) x ( )11-1 , (2) 
e2 = ea  × el, 
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where 
d2r (u) dSr (u) 
r '  (u) = dr (u) r" (u) = r '"  (u) = (3) 
du ' du 2 ' du 3 ' . . . .  
Note that if r(u) is a regular curve, then, [11, IIr'(u)ll > 0, for all relevant u. In general, u = s is 
being used, where for rw  = rw($) 
(4) 
that is, s(t) is the length of the curve from some point s(to) = rw( to )  to the point rw(t) .  
Henceforward, the choice u = t will be used here. The vectors el, e2, and e3 satisfy the Frenet- 
Serret equations, see [1,12], 
(i i (el) e2 = -- ~; 0 2 , 
e3 --s ~" e3 
(5) 
dg where $ = ~,  ~(s(t)) is the curvature function and r(s(t)) is the torsion function, see [11 for 
more details. Since 
el x e2 = e3 and  e2 × e3 = el, 
it follows that  the vectors ek, k = 1,2, 3 constitute an orthonormal system. Hence, (e,,e2,e3) is 
an orthonormal coordinate system, ek = e~(s(t)), k = 1, 2, 3. 
It is assumed here that the origin of (el, e2, e3) is attached to, and moving with, the point of 
contact rc(~) between the disk and the curve. Note that 
rc  (~) = x (sc (t)) I + y (sc (t)) J + z (sc (t)) K = rw (sc (t)), (6) 
where sc(t)  > s(to), for some to. That is, sc(t)  is the length of the curve from s(to) to the 
point of contact rc(t) .  In the sequel equation (6) wiU be written in the form, 
rc (t) = xc (t) I + Yc (t) J + zc (~) K,  t > to. 
Note that when rw is a helix, then equation (7) is written as 
rw( t )=acost I+as in t J+btK ,  a>0,  b>0.  
(7) 
(s) 
and 
el = 7 ( -a  sintI  + acost J  + bK),  
e2 = - (costI + s int J ) ,  
e3 -- 7 (b sin t I  - b cos t J  + aK) ,  
where 7 = ( au + b2) -1/2. It can be shown, [1], that t¢ = a/(a 2 + b 2) and ~- = b/(a 2 + b2). 
(9) 
2.2. Angu lar  Ve loc i ty  Vectors  
2.2.1. The  disk% angu lar  ve loc i ty  vector  
Denote by k, 
k = sin 8 cos ee,  + sin 0 sin ¢e2 + cos 0e3, (10) 
a unit vector along the axis of the disk. Then, the vectors i0 and i~, given by i0 = ~ and i~ = 
(1/sin t~)~ are at all times in the plane of the disk. Define the following vectors, i and j, 
i = cos ~i0 + sin ¢i~, j = - sin ~io + cos ¢i~, (11) 
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which axe always in the plane of the disk. Hence, the following relations are obtained, 
-- E(0 ,¢ ,¢ )  e2 , 
e3 
where 
(12) 
/ cos 0 cos ~ cos ¢ - sin ~ sin ~ cos 0 sin ~ cos ¢ + cos ¢ sin ¢ - sin e cos ¢ 
E= | - - cos0coses in¢-s in¢cos¢  -cos0s ines in¢+cos¢cos¢  sin0sinzb / '  (13) 
\ sin 8 cos ¢ sin 0 sin ~b cos 0 ] 
Denote by 
WD = WDli + WD2J + wD3k, (14) 
the angular velocity vector of the disk. By using the relations, 
di dj dk 
= ~o x i, d-t = wD x j, d-7 = .~D x k, (15) 
the following equations are obtained, 
d8 . d¢ sin 8 cos ~m = ~ ~n~ - ~ + ~ (~H~ (sc  (t)) + e~3~ (so (t))), 
dO d$ sin 0 sin ¢ + h (e21v (sc (t)) + e2a- (so (t))) (16) ~m = ~ cos ¢ + 7{  
d~ de 
~os = ~f  + -~ cos0 + ~ (,31. (so (t)) + e~3~ (~c (0)), 
where, the notation E i j=  e~j, i , j  = 1,2,3, is being used above. See [4] for the expressions there 
for WDi, i = 1,2,3. It is more convenient to rewrite WD1 and WD2 in the following form, 
) ) WOl=sin¢ ~ dtrs in¢  -cos~b d- t+dt  ] s in0 -  vcos0cos¢ , (17) 
) ) ~dD2-~-COS¢ ~- -  vsin# +s ine  -~+dt  ] s in0 - -  vcos0cos¢ . (18) 
Also, since WD = w~,c~ + w,2e~ + we3e3, it follows that 
de sin 0 cos ~b - dO s ine+ hT (Sc (t)) ~,~ = ~ ~ , 
de dO (19) w,2 = -~ sin 0 sin ¢ + ~-~ cos ¢, 
de de 
~3 = ~ + ~ ¢o8 0 + ~ (so ( t ) )  
Note that, ek = ek(sc(t)), k = 1, 2, 3. 
2.2.2. The rod% angular velocity vector 
Let ro denote the center of the disk, and denote by rc  the point of contact between the disk 
and the curve rw(t), thus, 
ro = rc - aoio, (20) 
where ao denotes the radius of the disk. Note that the attached slender od is controlled in such 
a manner that it is always aligned along the vector ia. This control problem is not treated here. 
Define the following vectors, 
in = cos O/lie + sin eRi, ,  jR = - sin ~lzie + cos ¢Ri4, (21) 
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where CR denotes the angle of rotation of the rod about the center of the disk. But, since CR is 
controlled in a manner described above, one has 
dCR (t) = 0, ¢R  (t) = 0 ~ iR = i0, JR = i~. (22) 
dt 
Thus, let 
WR = WBliO + WB2i~ + WB3k, (23) 
denote the rod's angular velocity vector. Then, by using the same procedure as above the 
following expressions for win, i = 1, 2, 3 axe obtained 
wm= - d-i + dt ] s in0-  ~-~rcos0cos~b , ws2 -- dt dt 
~o~ - -  cos 0 + ~- (~o- (,c (t)) + e3~,~ (so (t))). (25) 
2,2.3. The upper  ro tor  angular  ve loc i ty  vector  
As described in the Introduction, the upper rotor (say, Rotor 1) rotates in a plane that passes 
through the disk's axis and the rod. Thus, define the following vectors, 
ko l  = cos al ie + s inalk,  jo l  = - sinali0 + cosalk ,  (26) 
where al  is the angle of rotation of the upper rotor about its axis. Since the slender rod is 
controlled in such a manner that it is always aligned along i0, the axis of notation of the upper 
rotor is aligned along - i¢ .  Denote by 
the angular velocity vector of the upper rotor. Thus, by applying the same procedure applied to 
derive equations (16), the following equations are obtained, 
= ~ + -gi,~ sin (~ - ol + ~,  cos ¢cos (~ - ol .  (2s) 
---- - + cos (al - 0) + ~/-~Tcos ¢sin (al - 0), (29) 
w(aOl) = dal dO ds 
dt dt + ~ sin ¢. (30) 
2.2.4. The lower ro tor  angular  veloci ty vector  
As described in the Introduction, the lower rotor (say, Rotor 2) rotates in a plane that is 
perpendicular to the rod (see Figures 1 and 2). Thus, define the following vectors, 
ko2 = c~a2k  + sina2i¢, Jo2 ---- - sin~2k + cosa2i¢, (31) 
where a2 denotes the angle of rotation of the lower rotor about its axis, which is located at the 
center of the cross section of the rod and aligned along the rod. That is, the axis of rotation of 
the lower rotor is aligned along - i0. Denote by 
WLa = ~02)ko2 + w(O2)jo2 + ~a (°2) ( - io ) ,  (32) 
the angular velocity vector of the lower rotor. Hence, in the same manner as discussed above, 
the following equations are derived, 
ds ds w~O2' : (~- - -~-s in~b)  s in~2+((~+~)cosO+-~Ts inOcos¢)cosc~2,  (33) 
= ~- - -~-~rs in¢  COSa~-- -~+dt  ]cosO+-~,sinOcos~) sinae, (34) 
da2 "'~ ds (~ sin 0 - r cos 0 cos ¢) (35) ~j~O2) -- dt + a~Sin0+~ 
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2.3. Der ivat ion of the Displacement Velocity Vectors 
2.3.1. Der ivat ion of vo 
The definition of e~, i = 1, 2, 3 (equations (2)) implies the following relation, 
e2 = G , G = ~ g21 g22 g23 ~ = - cos t - sin t , 
e3 \ 931 g32 gsa ] 7b sin t -Tb cos t 7a / 
(3o) 
where G is an orthonormal matrix. By differentiating both sides of equation (7) with respect 
to t the following equation is obtained, 
drc dxc ( t ) i+  ~ 3  + ~ K "  (37) 
vc( t )= dt = dt 
By using the relation between e~, i = 1,2, 3, and I, 3, K, given by equation (36), equation (37) 
implies 
vc = vole1 + vc2e2 -I- vc3e3 ,  (38) 
where 
)T (d~c dye dzc)T .  (39) 
(vcl  vc2 Yea =G ~ dt dt 
By differentiating both ~ides of equation (20) with respect o t it follows that 
dro 
vo = dt [( .o .. ) ..) .. ) ] .o, 
=vc-ao  -~--{-~-~rsin¢ k+ -d--~--{-~--~ cos#+~-sinOcos¢ i¢. 
2.3.2. The  der ivat ion of  vuR and VLR 
Denote by rua the location of the center of mass of the upper rotor and by rLR, the location 
of the center of mass of the lower rotor. Then, (see Figure 2) 
rUR = ro  -- L12i8 = re - (ao + L12)18, rLR = ro -- Llsie = rc -- (ao + LI3)10. (41) 
Hence, 
drz 
vz= dt ) ]  '-' 
=vc-Zo  -~-~+ 7sin~b k+ ~-+dt  ]c°sO+dt  
where if Z = O, then 7,0 = ao; if Z = UR, then Zo = ao + L12; and if Z -- LR, then 
Zo = ao + Lls. 
2.4. The Lagrangiaal Funct ion 
The Lagrangian function, [2], for the motion of the disk-rod-rotors system is given here by 
= TD + TR + TUR + 7LR -- ]2, (43) 
where 
TD = ~ D1 ~ - ~-~ ~-~ sin8- cos0cos~ ~-~r sin ¢ )  + + ~-~-r 
[ l 1 1 de d¢cosO+~tt(e.~tr(sc(t))+e33~(sc(t)))  +'2 mDv°' 
(44) 
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is the kinetic energy of the disk, 
1 [ (de  ds '~ ds ]2 (dOds  .\2 TR=~IRt d-t + dt ,/sinO- ~ R2 -~ 
1I [de ds ] '1  2 
(45) 
is the kinetic energy of the rod, 
2 -~ + -~ ~) + \ at ) cos2 ¢ 
(46) 
1i(01 ) (d~l  dO ds ) 2 1 2 
+~ z \ ~ dt + ~-s in¢  + ~mvRvuR, 
is the kinetic energy of the upper rotor, 
11(o.)[(d0 ds N' I( ds ) ds )2] 7"La=g ~ ~-~,-s i~4,)  + 2/'+~/'~d¢ cosO+~,-sinOcos¢ 
(4~) 
+lz(o,,[d~, ~¢. ds ]~ 1 , 
s --~-+-~l-[SmO+-d-~(~(sc(t))sinO-'r(sc(t))cosOcos4) q- ~mLRVLR, 
is the kinetic energy of the lower rotor, 
~2 = mogzc (f,) - gmlGls, (48) 
is the potential energy of the disk-rod-rotors system, and 
mo:  mD 4- mR + toUR q- mLR, 
ml = moao q- muRL12 q- mLRL13, 
G13 = g13 cos 0 cos ¢ + gas cos 0 sin ¢ - g3z sin 0, 
(49). 
V2z=(Vz'vz)= + +\ d~ ) 
-~+ ~7-sin ¢) + -d-t + -d--t n d ¢  cos0 + ~-~vsinOcos¢ 
-2Zo(vc ,k )  - -~  +-d-~rsin¢ - 2Zo(vc, i~} -~ +-~n cosO+ ~-~TsinOcos¢ ,
where Z sad Zo are as described above, 
(50) 
(vc, k) = 
(re, i,) = 
al l  = 
a12 ~- 
ala = 
a21 = 
a22 = 
a23 = 
dxc dye . dzc 
~11-~- + ~12-d- t- ~- a13 ~ , 
dxc dyc .  dzc 
a21"-~ + a22-di- t a2s dt ' 
gn sin 0 cos ¢ + 921 sin 0 sin ¢ + gal cos 0, 
912 sin 0 cos ¢ + 922 sin 0 sin ¢ + ga2 cos 0, 
913 sin 0 cos ¢ + 923 sin 0 sin ¢ + gas cos 0, 
--.qll siIl• -~- .q21 CO~ ¢, 
--912 sin ¢ + g22 cos ¢, 
--gla sin ¢ + g23 cos ¢. 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
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In the expressions above the following notations have been used, 
1. IDj, j = 1,2,3, denote the moments of inertia of the disk about the i, j, and k axes, 
respectively. ID1 = ID2, and mo denotes the mass of the disk. 
2. IRj, j = 1,2,3, denote the moments of inertia of the rod about the i0, i¢, and k axes, 
respectively. IR2 ---- IR3, and mR denotes the mass of the rod. 
3. I~ °1), j = 1, 2,3, denote the moments of inertia of the upper rotor about the kol,  jo l ,  
and - i¢ axes, respectively. 1(1 °1) = I(2 °1), and toUR denotes the mass of the upper rotor. 
4. I~ °2), j = 1, 2, 3, denote the moments of inertia of the lower rotor about the ko2, Jo2, 
and -i0 axes, respectively. I~ °2) = 1(2 °2), and mLR denotes the mass of the lower rotor. 
Thus, 9, ¢ and ¢ are playing here the following roles: 0 is the leaning angle of the disk, that 
is, the angle between the disk's axis and the ca-axis where for 9 -- ~r/2 the plane of the disk is 
vertical to the (el,e2)-tangent plane (at the point to); i¢ represents the direction of the disk 
on the (el,e2)-tangent plane to the curve at re;  ¢ represents he angle of rotation of the disk 
about its axis; and (xc, yc, zc) represents he point of contact between the disk and the curvei 
a l  represents he angle of rotation of the upper rotor about its axis, and a2 represents he angle 
of rotation of the lower rotor about its axis. 
The motion of the disk involves rolling without slipping. This leads to the condition (see for 
example [4]) 
vo + WD × aoio = O, (57) 
at re,  where vo, WD, and io are given in the (el,e2,e3) basis. Hence, equation (57) leads to 
cos ¢ = 0, (58) de vcl - ao sin ¢ = 0, vc2 + ao-d- ~- vc3 -- 0. 
Denote 
[gl l  g12 gin -aos in¢~ 
A---- ~g21 g22 g2s nOoSe) ,  (59) 
\ga l  ga2 gaa 
and let Q = (xc, yc, zc, ¢)T denote a collection of some of the generalized coordinates. 
Then, equations (58), by using equation (39), can be written as 
A~--~ = 03,  O3 = (0, 0, 0) T . (60) 
By multiplying both sides of equation (60) by G T equation (60) yields 
where 
B~ = 03,  (61) 
i 0 0 aoa21 ~
B= 1 0 aoa22J. (62) 
0 1 aoa23]  
That is, rank A = 3. Hence, equations (58) constitute three independent nonholonomic con- 
straints for the motion of the disk on the curve given by (1). 
Note that in this work, q = (xc,yc, zc,¢,O,¢,cq,c~2) r denotes the vector of generalized 
coordinates related to the motion of a disk-rod-rotors system on a regular curve in ~.  
dsc(t) 
2.5. The  expression for dt 
By using equations (58) and (37), it follows that 
,=~ = k - J / - :  + \~/ - :  + \ dt / = = ~ \~- :  " 
(63) 
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By using equation (4), equation (63) implies 
= at =a~\  dt ] "  (64) 
Equation (64) has two solutions, that is, 
d,c  (0 a¢ (t) d~c (t) de (t) 
or - -  - n o - -  (65) dt = -ao dt dt dt 
Henceforward, the following solution will be used here, 
ds (t) dsc (t) ao de (t) where d~b (t) 
d---/- - - -~  - d--/--' - -~  < 0, (66) 
d@ that is, here the case where ~- < 0 is dealt with. Since equation (66) is integrable, the coordinate 
so(t) or s(t) can be eliminated from the list of generalized coordinates of the disk-rod-rotors 
system by using equation (66). That is, one has to insert -ao~b instead of k or kc, and -nee  
instead of s or so, in all the equations above. Note that from equation (6) onward s(t) is used 
as a shorthand notation for sc(Q. 
2.6. The Lagrange Equat ions  
2.6.1. The  constraints forces 
jr(const) Let _j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, be the constraints forces induced by the nonholonomic 
constraints given by equations (61). Define the following matrix, 
H = (B  Oax4 ), where Os×4 is the 3 x 4 null matrix. (67) 
Then, it follows from [13] that 
r e°nst = HTA, )t = ()~I, A2, )~3) y , (68) 
where 
r@omt) fr(const) r(const) r(const) p(coaat) rx(eonst) 1.(const) T~(const) r (  . . . .  t)~ T , (69) 
and )~i, i = 1, 2, 3, are Lagrange like multipliers. 
The Lagrange quations, [2], for the motion of the disk-rod-rotors system are given by 
d(O_ff~qj) 0£ -  r j  ~_ ~(co-st) "~ Oqj __ j  , j = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8, (70) 
where r j ,  j = 1,2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7, 8, are the applied forces acting on the disk-rod-rotors system, 
Fj = 0, j = 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, F4 --- F@, Fr = r~l,  and Fs = Faz. 
Here, F@ denotes the pedalling torque, F~I, is the torque applied on the upper rotor, and F~2 
is the torque applied on the lower rotor. 
2.6.2. The  calculat ion of  hi, i = 1, 2, 3 
From the structure of the matrix H, (67), and equations (68), (70), it follows that 
d (0~)  0£ =)~1, d (O_~c) 0]2 =~2, d (0£)  Of. =;~3- (71) 
aS - ox---g -~ - o~---g ~ ~ - oz--d 
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Hence, 
where 
d2zc / d~O d2¢ . .h 
~1 = mo T n u ?llla11 td-- ~- -~- aO --~-T Sln (/) 
d% d2 ¢ . ~ . 3 
- - . ao-~-s~n,,~os~,j -4- h i ,  mla21 L\ dr2 
A2 = mo-~-~-- + mial2 \dr2 + ao-d-~'r sln q)) 
Ff "d2+ <%<'~ o d~+ . . . ]  ao-~ j cos - + - m~a~: L\ dt 2 - ao~--q-sm~cosq)]  h2, 
d2zc (d20 d20 , ,~ 
~ = mo-giv + mla,a \ -~ + ao~7~sm<~ ) 
- aa¢~ ao-~-~ J + mog + [( d2+ ao- ~ )¢OSO d2¢TSillOCOS¢ mla:3 [ ~, dt 2 -- ha, 
mO= mD -~- mR -]- rnUR -}- mLR,  ml = moao + muRL~2 + mLRL13, 
h l=-ml t - -~  l ( t )+  d~ / -~- sin¢+v-d-{COS¢ 
-~1o~1 [(~ ~ oo~ ~ (~ °o~)~ ~]~,o 
+mla21ao7 -~ sin 0 cos 4, + r~-{ cos 0 cos ¢ -- r s in0sin~ , 
dr . da22 ~ (t)) + mla12ao~ ( -~sm¢ + T~t cosd~) h2 --- -ml  (~F ,  (t) + --~- 2 
-- mla22 [(~--~ -- d¢da~ d0 sin0 ] °o~c~0-(~-oo?~)~ 
"~[~ ~ ~ ] +mla22ao~-~ - [ s in0cos¢+T COSOCOSd~--T s in0s in¢ , 
(~ ) (~ ) ha----ml Fl(t) W~F2( t )  +mlal3ao~ - s in¢+T~cos¢  
d 
- mla2a [(~-~ - d~2d~ sin0] cos ~-  
~[~ ~ ~ ] +mla2aao-~ ~-s in0cos¢+T~-cos0cos¢- -T  s in0s in¢ , 
and 
F~(t) - d0 dt ao ~- sin ~, 
Hence, (68) and (71) imply 
F2(t) = (~ - ao?~)  cosO - ao~rsinOcos~. 
F(cor~O = )q, i ---- 1 ,2,3,  i 
F(COast) 4 : ao (a21A1 n u a22A2 + a23)~3) 
_ d2¢  
d~ [_~o~ + m,a~ (~ oos 0 + ~ ~n O oos ~)] - ~o ~-  ~o~, + n , ,  dt 2 
F( . . . .  t) = 0, i = 5, 6, 7, 8, 
where/-/4 is the term that includes q, q, aij, hij. 
(72) 
(~3) 
(74) 
(76) 
(77) 
(7s) 
(79) 
(so) 
(Sl) 
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2.6.3, The equations of  mot ion  
By using the expressions for £, equations (43)-(48), and equations (70), for j = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, the 
following equation is obtained, 
where 
I 
ra41 77~42 m43 ?'1'1.44 m45 m46 m47 m4s  
msl max m53 m45 ross m56 ms7 mas | d2 
m~l .~,~ ms~ -,40 ~ ms, .~0, ~,s  / 
f l  
f2 
fs 
h 
A 
+ 
p(¢onst) 
F~ +-4 
0 
= 0 , 
Fa l  
F~2 
(xc  \ 
Yc 
ZC 
¢ 
# 
i, 
(82) 
m41 = aomx (ant  sin ¢ + a21D1), m42 = aoml (al2r sin ¢ + 322D1), 
(83) 
m4s = aoml (alar sin~b + a23D1), Di = ~cos0 + rs in#cos¢ ,  
a~)r 2 sin s ¢11 2 2 2 2 (ID1 + Jr -- + ~oD,~ + OoD~. I . ,  + r~ °~)) I0~ (1 ~oD1) ~ m44 
(84) 
+.(o l )  ~2 r2 cos 2 ¢) ~t I t60 ( /~  Jr 
m4~ = I laors in¢,  I)2 = ~sin0 - r eos0cos¢,  (85) 
~,o = -oo~s i .e  ( i . ,  + r~ +/f2))  -ooD1 cos0i~ + ID~co~0- I~°~oo~, (86) 
m47 = -ao I (° l )7s in¢,  mas = -aoI(°2)D2, (87) 
raG1 = mla11,  ms2 = maa~, ma3 = mlala, mss : - /1 ,  (88) 
ms~ = O, mar = -1(3 °1), ross = 0, (89) 
m61 = --m1321 cos 0, m62 = - -mla22  COS 0, rues = - -mla23  cos 0, (90) 
mT'l = m72 = m73 = O, m77 = I(a 01), roTS = O, (92) 
real = ms2 = ross = 0, ross = I (°2), (93) 
I, = I~), + m~,,,~o +Ied +.~R.~ + x~ °1) + moR (so + 512) 2 + I~ °:) + m,R (so + L13) 2 , (94) 
I2 = mDa~ + Ied + mRa~ + toUR (so + L12) 2 + I~ °2) + mLR (ao + L la) : ,  (95) 
Ia = ID3 +Ied + maa~ + mOB (ao + Ln)  2 + I~ °2) + mLR (so + 513) 2 + mDa2o, (96) 
The mathematical expressions of fi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, axe not used in the sequel and therefore, they 
are omitted here, 
From equation (61) it follows that 
da2, d~ ) d2 z c / d2¢ - -  -d7 
dt-----~- = -ao  ~am-~-  + dt 
( da22d¢)  d2yc d2¢ __  -~  
dt 2 =-so  322-d-~ + dt 
da2s de)  d% c / d2¢ ~ -~ 
dt 2 = -ao  ~a2a-d-~ + dt 
(gr) 
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By using equations (83)-(90) the following equations are obtained, 
d2xc d2Yc ' d2zc -mla~D1 d2~2 mla~rs in¢(a l ,&2)  de, 
m41~-4-m42~-t -m43 ~ ---- ~- -  (98) 
d2xc d2yc . d2zc de  (99) 
ms1--~- -  + m52- -~ "t- m53 ~ -- --mxao(al, h~t) dr '  
d2xc d2yc , d2zc d21b 
m61 ~ + m62- -~ + m~a ~ = ml  ao cos 0 dt 2 , (100) 
where (a, b) denotes the inner product between the vectors a and b, and 
al = (al l ,al2,al3) T , a2 = (a21,a22, a:~a) T • (101) 
In the derivation of equations (98)-(100) the following relations have been used 
(ax,a~)=l, (a2,a2)=l, <a~,az)=0. (102) 
Equations (82) and (98)-(100), after performing some algebraic manipulations, yield the follow- 
ing equation, 
D ,-~. I I  + H = Er ,  (103) a~ ~ 
where ,/oll o12 o1 )(H1) 
D = [ Dx2 D22 0 , H = /-/2 , 
\ Da3 0 D33 /-/3 
(104) 
r = (r~,r~l ,r~2) T ,
DI1 m44-- 2mla2Dl . (oi)  2 2 • 2 -  .(02) 2 /-,2 +moa~,  = - 1~ ao~ sm ~ - ~§ ao.~ 2 
Di2 = m45 - I(a°l)aor sin 4, D13 = m4s + I (°2)noD2 sin 9 + mxao cos 0, 
D22 = ross - I(a Ox), Dan = me¢ - I~ °2) sin 2 0. 
(lO5) 
(lO6) 
(lO7) 
(lO8) 
Note that D -- D(0, ¢). Also, it follows from (61) that 
dxc  de dyz  de dzc  d~ 
= -aoa21"~,  = -aoa22-~,  = - -aoaz3"~, (109) 
dt dt dt 
and by using equations (70) for j = 7, 8, the following equations are obtained, 
d2al d20 d2¢ " " ( ) F~,I, (110) dt 2 -- ~-~ +ao-~rsm~p-  hv+ 1(3 °D -1 
d2a2 d2~ _ d2¢ n 
dr' = - '~-  sine + ao- j '~- ,2  - hs + (IaC°2)) -x F.2. (111) 
The mathematical expressions of H~, i -- 1, 2, 3, are not used in the sequel and therefore, they 
are omitted here. 
Equations (103) and (109)-(111) constitute the equations of motion of the disk-rod-rotors' 
system. 
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2.6.4. Inverse dynamics control 
For a class of parameters, given below, it was found by computation ofdet D, that there exists 
a number Do > 0, such that detD(0,~b) > Do,  for all (0,¢). In addition, detE = -s in0.  
Denote by 
$ = {q • ~s:  sin8 > so > 0}, for some so. (112) 
By introducing the following transformation, 
Er  = Du + H,  q • 8, (113) 
where u = (Ul, ?22, us)T, equation (103) reduces to 
d2 d2%b d2O d2¢ (114) 
~Y I  = u, that is, ~ = Ul, dt 2 = u2, dr---- ~ = us. 
The disk is rolling on a helix, (8). Hence, equations (8),(9) imply 
K = 7 (be1 + sea). (115) 
To stabilize the motion of the disk-rod-rotors' ystem one has to choose u2 and us in such a 
manner that - io -* K as t -* oo. Thus, the following control aws for u2 and Ua are chosen 
-k21~ , -k31~-~ k32(¢ ~r), 0D arctan(b ) (116) u2 = - k :2 (0 - 0o)  u3 . . . . , 
where kil, k~2, i = 2, 3, are such that the polynomials, 
s 2 + k21s + k22, s 2 + kalS + k32, (117) 
have their roots in the left half plane of the s-domain. By using these control laws the requirement 
-io(t) --0 K as t --, oc will be satisfied. 
To determine the control law Ul a state space method, [14], is used here. Define Xl = ¢, 
x2 = ~. Then, one has the following equation, 
dt 
Thus, the following control aw is proposed here (see [14]) 
Ul (t) = (exp ((41 - -  t) AC) Be) T C;* (xo - exp (tiAc) x (0)), 
where 
(x , )  x --- (118) 
37 2 
• [0,tl), (119) 
0 t l  C~ = exp ((tl - t) Ac) Bc  (exp ((t, - t) Ac) Be) T dr, (120) 
for a given tl > 0, and 
x (0)= ¢(0),  dt / '  XD=X(t l )=  ¢( t , ) ,  dt / '  d------i-- 
keeping in mind the relatioa sc(t l )  = ao]¢(tl)]. The control aw given by (119),(120) trans- 
fers x(0) to a given xD 6 ~2 during the time interval [0,tl), [14]. The va/uee of (xc(4i ) ,Yc(t l ) ,  
zc(t l ) )  can be found by using equations (109). 
Thus, once the control vector u(t), 4 6 [0,tl) has been computed, then the vector of the 
corresponding torques r(t), t 6 [0,41) follows from (113), 
r (t) = E-1 (t) (D (t) u (0  + H(t ) ) ,  q(t) e S, t e [0,h), (122) 
and a~, i = 1,2, can be computed by using (110) and (111), that is, solving the following 
equations, 
d2(Xl ---- ra l ,  -~  u2 + aOUlT Sin ~ -- hT + (I~Ol)) -I 
d2°L2 F~2, = - 0sin0 + - hs + -1 
where 
h~ = -ao  ~t ~ ' r  cos ¢, 
ddp dO ~ d¢ dD2 
hs = -~ -~ cos, - ao dt dt 
(123) 
(124) 
(125) 
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2.6.5. The  values o f  Do 
In this section, the values of Do, where dot D(0, ¢) > Do for all (8, ¢), will be given for the 
following set of parameters: tour  = 1.Kg, mLR = 1.Kg, ao = 0.Sin, Lz2 = 1.m, L13 = 0.6m, 
Lll -- 0.2m, aR -- 0.2m, a -- 20, where aR is the radius of both the upper and lower rotors. 
Note that  ~ -- a/(a 2 + b2), and v -- b/(a 2 + b 2) 
mR b /¢ "r mD Do rn D b ~ ~" mR Do 
2. 0.0 0.05 0.0 10. 23,519 20. 0.0 0.05 0.0 2.5 118.769 
2. 0.4 0,05 0.001 10, 23.492 20. 0.4 0.05 0,001 2.5 118.639 
2. 0.4 0.05 0,001 15. 58,029 20. 0.4 0.05 0,001 3. 122,171 
2. 0.4 0.05 0,001 20. 115.158 20. 0.4 0.05 0,001 3.5 125,756 
2. 0.8 0.05 0,002 10. 23.464 20. 0.4 0.05 0.001 4. 129,392 
2. 1.2 0.05 0,003 10. 23,437 20. 0.4 0.05 0.001 1.5 111.729 
2. 2.0 0.0495 0.00495 10. 23.383 20. 0.4 0.05 0,001 1. 108.352 
2. 2.4 0.0493 0.00591 10. 23.357 20. 1.2 0,0498 0.003 1. 108.116 
3. CONCLUSION 
This work which is an extension of [7,11], is a further step in the modelling and control of the 
motion of rigid bodies, or multibody systems, on a regular curve in ~.  In this work, it is shown 
that when the disk, in the disk-rod-rotors' ystem, is moving on a helix, then, one can apply 
inverse dynamics control on the system. Thus, separating the kinematics of the system from its 
dynamics. By doing this one can control directly the system's kinematics. That is, in this case, 
to control directly ¢, 0, and ¢. 
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